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Week 113, Day 4: Andrew Christensen, PhD and Sue Johnson, EdD  

How to Approach a Major Red Flag in Couples Therapy 

Dr. Buczynski: After a first session with a client, our hope is that they will return for a second.  

But there’s one situation where Dr. Andrew Christensen would not continue working with a couple after their 

first session. 

Here, he’ll explain what that situation is and how he handles his client’s immediate needs in a way that is safe 

for all involved.  

Dr. Christensen: Sometimes you can see some red flags. The big red 

flag in couple therapy is violence.  

Sometimes you will hear about that somewhat in the first session, but 

where we really get information on violence is in the individual sessions. So we start off with the joint session 

and then an individual session for each.  

They leave the joint session with a series of important 

questionnaires. One of the questionnaires they bring to their 

individual session asks about violence. It asks about violence they 

may have perpetrated on their partner, violence their partner may 

have perpetrated on themselves, and whether they feel intimidated by their partner – are afraid to say things 

for fear of physical reprisal.  

Then in the individual session we always ask about that. We look at the questionnaire but always follow up 

on that. If there is a dangerous couple there’s a high likelihood the stressful interactions of couple therapy 

will lead to maybe a violent episode; or the violence is at a dangerous level. We want to be sure the violence 

is focused on first. We want to find that out in the individual sessions.  

If we find that out in the individual session then in our feedback session we may say to the couple, “Couple 

therapy would be helpful to you, clearly, but I think the first order of business is getting the violence under 

control.”  

In extreme cases, one partner in the individual session tells us about violence that maybe she doesn’t want 

“The big red flag in couple 

therapy is violence.” 

“We start off with the joint 

session and then an 

individual session for each.” 
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her partner to know she told us about. Of course, [then] we would handle the feedback session very 

differently. We would still try to be sure that we get her into some kind of situation where she would be 

protected, but we wouldn’t necessarily reveal in that joint session that she 

told us about some of the egregious incidents of violence.  

Dr. Buczynski:  Would you do the couples therapy? 

Dr. Christensen:  No, if there’s dangerous levels of violence we don’t do 

the couple therapy. We try to get them into some kind of individual 

treatment, or there are some couple therapies devoted particularly to 

violence where the focus is on violence. We don’t want to see a couple where the stress of couple therapy 

could actually trigger a violent episode or where you’re not addressing the more immediate need, which is to 

control the violence.  

Dr. Buczynski: So as I’m sure you know, our first concern is always our client’s safety.  

And while our practices have instructed us on how to care for these concerns, Dr. Sue Johnson has one 

important question we can ask ourselves when preparing to address our client’s safety.  

Dr. Johnson: I remember one couple where the man came in and no matter what happened in the session, 

and what I or his partner did, all he did was label her with the most terrible denigrating names.  

I watched this for the first session and at the end of the first session I said: “This is what I see and I cannot 

encourage your partner to come out and share with you when this is going on. I’m assuming it’s going on at 

home because you’re doing it with me in the first session. I’m not sure what this is about for you, but we 

cannot have a session if you’re going to call your partner by these names. I’m wondering if you’re willing to 

look at what that’s about for you because it’s not safe for her here, and it’s bordering on abuse. So, you 

know, we don’t do this. If I can’t create some safety for your partner, and if you can’t help me do that, we’re 

not going to do EFT here.” 

That gentleman would not. We have an individual session with each partner at the beginning of  

EFT to really get to know that person and help us understand how they regulate their emotions. He 

absolutely felt he had the right to use these names - these phrases. I said, “I’m sorry, I cannot tolerate this.” 

She was watching me like crazy when I said, “I cannot tolerate this. You cannot talk to your partner like this in 

here. I will not encourage her to come and listen to this.”  

“We don’t want to see a 

couple where the stress 

of couple therapy could 

actually trigger a violent 

episode.” 
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He left, and I asked her to please give me permission to talk to her individual therapist. She refused. I 

remember that couple because I felt completely helpless. 

There are times when we see contraindications; but if people tell us things like, “We’ve hurt each other,” or, 

“There’s been an affair,” or, “There’s been incredible injuries,” we know how to work with those things. The 

question is, are you willing to work with them? You have to figure 

out where you are.  

This is all written up in the EFT literature - how to do a first session. 

You have to get your grounding, know what you’re doing, and 

make sure there’s no contraindications. Then your main goal is to 

create safety. Help people teach you about what is going on in their relationship and in their emotional lives - 

where they’re getting stuck.  

It’s not they’re not skilled or don’t have skills. It’s not that they don’t have the 

capacity, and it’s not that they’ve got something wrong with their personality. 

They’re stuck in certain ways of dealing with their emotions, sending signals to their partner, and ways of 

dancing with their partner. If we can start to see those, make sense of them, and show them those, we can 

all start to change them together. In EFT you create change with the couple, yes. 

Dr. Buczynski: According to Sue, it’s crucial to be prepared to handle red flags during a couple’s first session. 

Now, I’d like to hear from you: How will you use these ideas with your clients? 

Tomorrow is Friday, which as we know means it’s our Critical Insights session.  

I’ll be joined by Dr. Ron Siegel and Dr. Kelly McGonigal.  

We’ll deconstruct many of the experts’ ideas from this week and look at new ways to apply them to your 

practice. I’ll see you then.  

“You have to get your 

grounding, know what you’re 

doing, and make sure there’s 

no contraindications.” 

“Your main goal is to 

create safety.” 


